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Summary

I Main question: how does market competition alter bias of
rating agencies?

I Not obvious: lack of clear predictions by dynamic games of
reputational punishment.

I Important to fix market design for ratings agencies:
I Provide information to market participants
I Regulatory capital requirements
I Security design and capital structure of structured products
I Systemic crisis implications of mislabeling assets as “safe”

I Evidence: After experiencing a shock, S&P ratings higher
than competitors when rating same tranche of CMBS.

I My comments focus on the “procedural mistake” at the heart
of the identification and suggest ways to broaden the analysis.



Source of the S&P Ratings Shock

DSCR =
Net Cash Flow

Loan Amount× Loan Constant
×Haircut

1. Historically: S&P more optimistic on haircut

2. In 2010, calculated loan constant using max{Model,Reality}
Roughly, stress test deal by imposing sector-specific haircut



S&P Losing Market Share Over this Entire Period

Duka was aware of and concerned about S&Ps low market share and
blamed it in part on her perception that S&Ps CMBS criteria were
producing CE levels that were too high for S&P to get rating
assignments from CMBS issuers. In an email dated October 11, 2010,
Duka wrote that we looked at and lost [a CMBS new issue] because our
feedback was much more conservative than the other rating agencies.
→ “blended constant”: avg{Model, Reality}



SEC Documents Reveal Fraud Process

At S&Ps holiday party, [Barbara Duka] and one or two other
members of the CMBS Group approached the new CMBS criteria
officer, who had just joined S&P earlier on the same day, and
pushed him to agree to use blended constants. When he demurred,
Duka approached the chief of S&P’s structured finance criteria
organization with the same request early the next morning. After a
brief meeting, Duka unilaterally concluded that she had obtained
his approval for use of the blended constants, but she made no
record of the meeting or this decision.



Fallout of Revised DSCR Standards

I SEC: “CMBS Group reported the DSCRs they actually used,
based on the blended constants, to the issuers who paid S&P.
Thus, the CMBS Group knew that the DSCRs they actually
used were important to assessing the ratings, but still did not
provide them to investors who used their ratings.”

I Internal Model Review Group, Quality Group, and Criteria
Group had some knowledge and did nothing.

I “knowingly or recklessly false and misleading” to investors,
who question why bonds have 14.5% CE instead of 20%.

I ”In light of the investor questions, S&Ps senior management
reviewed S&Ps ratings and discovered the use of blended
constants. S&P then withdrew its preliminary ratings for the
two transactions.”

I My guess: management accepted being locked out of market
to avoid personal liability.



Was this a “An apparent procedural mistake?”

I Paper: “the triggering event was a procedural mistake, i.e.,
related to the process but not to the content of credit
ratings.”

I Best way to describe an incident that directly led to the
first-ever SEC/DOJ enforcement action against a ratings
agency?

I Judged to be fraud, led to $77m in fines, being banned from
the CMBS market from 2015–2016, and personal litigation
against the CMBS Group head and employees.

I Were also subject to judgement after this incident: a “false
and misleading article purporting to show that its new credit
enhancement levels could withstand Great Depression-era
levels of economic stress.”



Impact of CMBS Group Behavior on Analysis

I Good for paper: well-documented evidence that market
competition pushes ratings agencies to be more “optimistic.”

I What does the paper identify?
I 2011 not a pure baseline: evidence of fraud before this date.
I So what is the post-pre diff capturing?

I What is the nature of the “reputation shock?”
I Not just market fallout of procedural irregularities and early

deal termination.
I Investors, market participants also had evidence that S&P

engaged in fraudulent misrepresentation.

I Also suggests an (un-modeled) within-firm agency conflict.
S&P is not a unitary actor: different incentives for employees,
head of CMBS Group, risk management, chief executives.

I SEC judgement identifies 6 misrepresented deals.



Can Methodology Pick up known Fraudulent Deals?

I Out of six misrepresented deals identified by the SEC; two
deals exhibit disagreement between S&P and other sources
(7/31 tranches).

I Paper overall finds little disagreement between S&P, others in
pre-period. Why?



Suggestion 1: Break up Pre-Period

I Ideal experiment: pristine pre-period; a well-defined, limited,
exogenous shock; and a treated post-period.

I This experiment: S&P was engaged in a variety of fraudulent
behavior throughout this time, and kicked out of the market
when someone found out about it.

I Pre-period 2008–2011 combines fraud, and non-fraud periods
I From 2008-2010; likely good (possibly conservative) deals.
I From Feb - July 2011: “blended constant” — should probably

be excluded from analysis.

I Would be nice to see standard diff-in-diff coefficients over
time.



Suggestion 2: Emphasize Collateral Enhancement

I One of the key reason regulators and investors are concerned
about ratings manipulation in CMBS deals — changing
collateral enhancement:

“Had S&P actually used the DSCRs derived from the criteria
constants, as set forth in the Presales, it would have required
materially higher amounts of CE in the six rated transactions.

For the AAA bonds, which were by far the largest part of the
transactions, CE was lowered between approximately 500 and 750
basis points by using DSCRs derived from blended constants. For
the BBB bonds, CE was lowered by approximately 250 to 300 basis
points by using DSCRs derived from the blended constants.”



Suggestion 2: Emphasize Collateral Enhancement

I Six misrepresented deals average 16% CE. Compare:
I “Actual CMBS pools that closely resemble the prototypical

CMBS pool would be expected to have credit support of 20%
at the ’AAA’ rating level.” — original S&P model document

I S&P fraud Case No. 2 was for implying that CE of 20% would
suffice against a “Great Depression”-like event

I Authors find that CE decreases by 5% of deal after ratings
shock. Suggests catering to issuers; competitive responses by
other ratings agencies is important.

I This is a massive effect! Would like to see results across
full-time series to see if this began in “blended constant”
period.



Suggestion 3: Incorporate New Entrants

I This SEC-flagged deal looks fine because
no Fitch-S&P difference.

I Why wasn’t Fitch asked to rate the lower
tranches?

I Concern that there was deal shopping:
I New entrants have looser standards

(Flynn Ghent 2016).
I Possible competitive response by

incumbents.

I This is possibly censoring an even larger
decline in ratings standards by S&P.

I Could the authors extrapolate what Fitch
*would* have rated?

I Otherwise, can look at whether S&P
paired more often with the looser
entrants.



Suggestion 4: Other Analysis

I Pricing information would also help establish that ratings have
market impact (rating bias not seen through by investors for
reasons of regulatory benefits or limited attention).

I Authors argue that S&P-rated deals have yet to suffer
meaningful defaults/delinquency.

I However, they have in many cases experienced ratings
downgrades, which they can examine.

I Establishes direction of bias: is S&P optimistic, or are the
others pessimistic?

I Maybe not in this paper, but quantify role of ratings:
I Provide information on assets; provide common information to

facilitate trade; capital regulations.
I If capital regulations are the key problem, maybe fix in tandem

with regulation of ratings agencies?



Conclusion

I Great look at understudied issues at the intersection of
information, incentives, and structured products.

I CMBS interesting area for this because of systemic
implications of “death of retail.”

I Authors could be more descriptive in assessing the trigger at
the heart of their analysis:

I Strengthens the core argument that market forces push ratings
agencies to be more optimistic.

I Should be upfront that this is not a completely clean
diff-in-diff, and interpretation is not obvious.

I Rich dataset, authors can do more to examine implications of
ratings bias and impacts on investors.

I Analysis should be able to recover ratings bias on deals (in the
pre-period) which the SEC has found to be fraudulent.
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